Well pump switch wiring

Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of well pump pressure switch wiring diagram. A wiring diagram
is a streamlined standard photographic representation of an electric circuit. It shows the
components of the circuit as streamlined shapes, and also the power and also signal links in
between the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives info about the family member setting and
setup of devices and also terminals on the devices, to aid in building or servicing the gadget. A
pictorial layout would show much more information of the physical look, whereas a wiring
diagram uses an extra symbolic symbols to highlight interconnections over physical look. A
wiring diagram is often utilized to repair problems as well as to make sure that all the links have
been made as well as that whatever exists. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to
your computer by right clicking on the image. An initial look at a circuit diagram might be
confusing, however if you can review a train map, you can read schematics. The purpose is the
very same: obtaining from point A to point B. Literally, a circuit is the course that permits power
to flow. Voltage: Gauged in volts V , voltage is the pressure or pressure of electrical energy.
This is typically provided by a battery such as a 9V battery or keys electricity, the electrical
outlets in your home operate at V. Outlets in various other nations run at a different voltage,
which is why you require a converter when taking a trip. Present: Current is the flow of electrical
power, or more particularly, the flow of electrons. It is determined in Amperes Amps , as well as
can only move when a voltage supply is linked. Resistance: Gauged in Ohms R or O , resistance
specifies exactly how easily electrons could move with a product. Products such as gold or
copper, are called conductors, as they conveniently permit flow of motion reduced resistance.
Plastic, timber, as well as air are examples of insulators, hindering the motion of electrons high
resistance. DC Straight Present. DC is a continual flow of existing in one instructions. DC can
move not just through conductors, but semi-conductors, insulators, as well as also a vacuum.
AC Alternating Existing. The frequency of AC is determined in Hertz Hz , as well as is generally
60 Hz for power in residential and also company functions. Now s the fun things. Finishing an
electric engineering level and afterwards getting a work in the field implies you will certainly see
a whole lot a whole lot a great deal of these schematics. It s essential to recognize precisely just
what is going on with these. While they can and also will get very complex, these are simply a
few of the usual graphics to obtain your ground on. Whenever you establish your specific field
of electrical design, you could see a lot more complicated representations and signs. You ll find
out likewise that different nations utilize various signs. Wiring Collection. Collection of well
pump pressure switch wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified traditional photographic
representation of an electric circuit. It reveals the parts of the circuit as simplified forms, and
the power as well as signal connections between the tools. A wiring diagram usually gives info
concerning the family member setting as well as plan of devices and terminals on the devices,
to assist in structure or servicing the gadget. A photographic representation would certainly
reveal extra information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of a
much more symbolic notation to emphasize affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring
diagram is often utilized to repair troubles and also to make certain that the links have actually
been made which whatever is present. A wiring diagram is an easy graph of the physical
connections and also physical design of an electric system or circuit. It reveals just how the
electric wires are interconnected and could additionally show where components as well as
elements may be connected to the system. Use circuitry diagrams to aid in structure or making
the circuit or electronic tool. They are also valuable for making repair services. Do It Yourself
fanatics use circuitry layouts yet they are additionally common in residence building and
vehicle fixing. For instance, a home contractor will certainly intend to verify the physical place
of electric outlets and lights using a wiring diagram to stay clear of expensive mistakes as well
as building code offenses. A schematic reveals the plan and also function for an electrical
circuit, but is not interested in the physical format of the cables. Circuitry layouts demonstrate
how the cords are connected and where they should situated in the actual tool, as well as the
physical connections in between all the parts. Unlike a pictorial layout, a wiring diagram utilizes
abstract or streamlined forms as well as lines to reveal elements. Photographic diagrams are
frequently pictures with tags or highly-detailed drawings of the physical components. If a line
touching an additional line has a black dot, it indicates the lines are linked. The majority of
signs utilized on a wiring diagram look like abstract variations of the real things they stand for.
A switch will be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the wire, a lot like a light button you
can turn on and off. Facebook Tweet Pin. InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We
have no relationship with advertisers, products, or services discussed at this website. This
article describes troubleshooting a submersible well pump that was causing tripped circuit
breakers and that pumped water only at a slow, reduced rate and pressure. Ultimately using
some simple electrical tests the homeowner traced the water pump problems to a nicked well
pump wiring circuit wire. How to check voltage, current, resistance to help diagnose well pump

problems such as tripping breakers, blown fuses, weak pump performance or no water delivery
from a well water pump. On by mod - how to test a submersible well pump wiring and motor typical resistance values. This sounds to me as if the motor is overheating or is damaged and is
drawing high current amps. There are at least two common electrical tests: 1. A test of the pump
wiring i tself for deteriorated or damaged insulation low resistance , breaks infinite resistance ,
and dead shorts to ground zero or close to zero resistance 2. A test of the pump motor windings
for evidence of wear or shorts abnormally low resistance Tests of the pump wiring are made by
individually connecting between each wire at the well head and ground. If the well casing is
plastic then you have to connect your ground lead to the circuit ground. I give some examples
below. It's difficult to make an exhaustive check of the wires for leaks or weak shorts to ground
without pulling the wiring out of the well since at the wire ends there will be a connection
through the pump motor - giving some resistance but not a quantity that we know without help
from the pump manufacturer. Watch out : if you do not know how to perform electrical wiring
and circuit tests safely you could be shocked or killed or could start a building fire. Work with
power off and disconnected from the pump circuit. You need to know the normal resistance for
your specific well pump brand and model. You need to know the approximate total length of the
wire as there is a correction factor to include for wire length. You can also check resistance
between each lead and ground - and to the well casing as sometimes that will show up a short
not between wires but between one wire and ground. Goulds Pumps, an ITT company, offers an
excellent submersible well pump diagnostic and service manual. See pages 24 and 25 therein
for notes on how to make a resistance check of the pump wires. The illustration I show above is
excerpted from Gould's pump manual. On by Anonymous - the 20amp pump circuit breaker
keeps being thrown. I have a v submersible well pump that has worked fine for almost 2 yrs but
now the 20amp breaker keeps being thrown, but at different intervals. It may run all day or it
might trip in 5 mins. How do I check the wires to see if there's a short between house and well
or if the short is in the well itself? The wire from the house is buried really deep. My home well
is doing some weird stuff. First of all, I have 25 amp breakers going to my 1. I ohm ed out the
motor and it is open infinite resistance to ground both legs and 3. The symptoms that I am
seeing is that it it taking my well about 7 to 10 minutes to fill up I have a gallon galvanized tank
with no bladder. When the water pressure in the tank gets to about 30 psi, the water in the
house starts discharging air and water combined. I have changed the starter cap. I was thinking
that the caps may be bad and it was pulling too much current at start up and tripping the
breakers. I'm not sure if the system is water logged or not. Any ideas? Joe, Tripping breakers
on the pump circuit often mean that the pump is drawing high current [or that there is an actual
short circuit]. If we don't have a short in the circuit then unfortunately that makes us suspect a
failing pump motor. Keep in mind that motor tests are tricky because once parts start spinning
an internal winding can move, changing the electrical properties of the device. If it might help
you, take a look at our electric motor diagnostics at. For readers who are qualified and know
how to use electrical test instruments, for safety and completeness also see. I'm speaking
beyond my competence but from what I've been studying just recently, there are useful
relationships between motor current draw and other conditions besides a failing motor.
Illustration at above-left: orange extension cord wiring used to hook up the pump pressure
control switch is an improper and unsafe electrical installation. So we could argue that a pump
running against a waterlogged pressure tank might see higher than normal pressure but I doubt
it. A water logged pressure tank will quickly if not immediately reach cut-out pressure and turn
off the pump unless the pressure control switch is itself faulty and not sensing that the tank is
up to pressure. I think I'd pull the pump and check for binding bearings, damaged impeller that's
binding, and if those looked good I might take it to an electric motor repair shop for more expert
testing. Check also that your well pump wiring has been properly sized for the distance from
building to well pump e. This table is a general guideline for well pump wiring sizing. I've got
this thing working. I went to go on vacation the last couple of days but had issues so I had to
come home. Image at left, not from Joe's home, illustrates un-protected V wiring entering the
well casing at the casing top of a water well located in a building basement. I was showing V at
the cut off box at the control box. I tested this theory I actually seen the leg go off with the meter
by taking my generator and hooking the V side up to the pump. I have a watt generator, so there
was no issue running the pump. It took about 5 minutes to fill the gallon tank. It took forever [for
the water tank pressure] to get past 25 psi, but once it hit 30 psi it took about 2 minutes for it to
reach the cut off pressure of 68 psi my pump and tank are quite a ways from my house and I
adjusted the pressure. I had my wife and kids take showers, run the washing machine, and even
used the sprinkler in the yard for a couple of hours and watched the pressure gauge and
everything worked as normal. With that being said, my power wire from the breaker box to the
well is buried underground. I dug it up today and found a burned spot in the insulation. I cut the

insulation back and found that the leg I was loosing when the pump came on was damaged. I
guess there was a nick in the wire when I buried it and didn't notice it. When the pump was not
running, there was no current being pulled even though the voltage was still there. When
current started passing through the wire, there was enough missing insulation to trip the
breaker - like a ground fault on a V system. I am an industrial electrician and I'm very familiar
with VV systems. I wasn't sure in my original post if I was seeing an issue with the air pressure
in the tank or something along those lines. Check wiring against the pump installation manual
diagram, check all connections for tightness, shorts, burns, damage. A loose wire can cause
intermittent pump or other electrical device failures as well as a hard failure that means no
power or blown fuses. Remove obstruction in impeller housing, inspect for and replace
damaged impeller or frozen motor. Use a VOM in ohms setting to check resistance across the
capacitor. If the meter does not move no current flows the capacitor is "open". If the air
temperature is over degF, the pump may be too hot and its thermal overload switch tripping
because of the environment, not a pump problem. Watch out : If the pump motor won't shut off
you should turn off electrical power to the pump to avoid damaging it, then diagnose the
problem. Page top illustration courtesy of Carson Dunlop Associates. On by Greg Rhymer. Hi, I
am replacing my submersible well pump this new one is listed as single phase v with four 4
wires. I only have three 3 wires at the well head and that continues through out the remainder of
my system being the breaker shut off and the pressure switch. Greg, I'll be glad to research this
further as from your question and image I'm not confident I can give a correct answer right-off.
What are the brand and model of the new pump? What are the brand and model of the old
pump? Do we have a wiring diagram from the original submersible? Or the old control box?
Watch out : I cannot advise you to connect your pump to this control before we know more, as a
short circuit could kill you. A 2-wire V well pump may have the following wires present and
connected as given at the control box:. Illustration: a waterproof electrical wiring splice kit sold
at Home Depot stores, electrical suppliers, plumbing suppliers. On by mod - unbalanced voltage
on 2 legs of a VAC pump circuit. You could have a damaged wire enroute to the pump or a
pump motor winding that's shorting. Sorry to say you may need to pull the pump to check
wiring and pump motor Do keep me posted; what you find will help others. Are you certain that
the problem is that the pump isn't running as opposed to a running pump but a leak or piping
problem? So I bypassed my pressure switch and starter box to test the 11 year old pump at my
parents place. It had proper voltage and didn't kick on. So I replaced the pump with a brand new
one. When I powered the system up nothing happened so I started trouble shooting the system
as I always have. Everything tested just fine but still nothing. So I once again ran a jumper wire
from the supply at the emergency shut off straight to the pump and still it did nothing. I know
for a fact it's getting proper voltage to the pump at all times no matter what. I'm returning the
new pump tomorrow. Am I wrong thinking that the new pump is bad too? What's not working,
Amit: Water tank Water pump Water meter? I'll be glad to help but I need a clue about what
we're discussing. On by mod - pump is tripping the circuit breaker th. June If your pump is
tripping the circuit breaker the usual causes are a failing pump motor or possibly damaged
electrical wiring. Stephen The most common cause of repeated breaker tripping for your pump
would be a failing pump motor; that may be due to a bad bearing, running the pump dry, or less
common, low voltage or damaged wiring. What are the causes of continue tripping off of over
load switch on residential submersible pump. When my well pump comes on my line voltage
goes down. I notice this as dimmed lights will dim even more. What would fix this symptom??
Do I need to run a larger wire size? My pump is probably ' from the holding tank. Probably not,
Jose. I may have been hasty trying to answer too many questions too fast - apologies. The
symptom you describe occurs usually when there is low flow rate of water into the well
combined with a pump protection switch or device designed to shut off the pump to prevent it
from running "dry" and thus being damaged. A diagnostic step is to stop using water for as
long as you can - several hours or more - to let the well recover if it can. IF then you find that the
pump delivers water normally, the problem is probably poor or low flow rate. Let me know and
we can take it from there. Thanks for the response Dan. The pump is able to immediately pump
water every time it turns on but it only stays on for a few seconds. Jose The no. During the
power outage the pump lost prime as water drained back into the well. Try re-priming the pump,
but ultimately you'll need to replace the leaky foot valve or other check valve in the system. We
had a storm a few days ago and lighting sounded fairly close that cut our power off until the
utility company fixed things a few hours later. We continued using water while power was out
but had no water pressure when power came back. I replaced the old pressure switch with a
new one that has the little lever to manually switch on the pump to refill the tank when pressure
drops too low. The pump only runs for a few seconds and then shuts off. I have to manually
hold lever over and over until I finally get enough pressure in the tank where the switch takes

over, but even then the pump only runs in second increments until it reaches max pressure 60
PSI. Pump is about 5 years old without problems prior to this. What could be causing this
issue?? Really The pump may be a V motor unit - do you know? Do you have the pump IO
manual? Is there a data tag on the pump giving its brand and model? On by mod - do not re-use
burned damaged well pump pressure control switch. Watch out : It is of course unsafe. I worry
as well that no fuse blew nor circuit breaker tripped. Do not just insulate and turn power back
on. Leave the circuit off to avoid a fire and shock hazard - sorry I know that's not exactly
convenient. Your repair tech or electrician will do some tests to find out if the problem is a
seized pump motor or shorted wires - that's when we will know what repair is needed. You will
need at least a new pressure control switch notice the overheated, burned contacts not just the
wires , and perhaps some new wire and most trouble, perhaps a new pump. Do keep me posted.
Wire on well pump charred. Can I just insulate? How do I fix this please? Your electrician can do
some simple tests, measuring resistance, to get a clue about what's happening. If the pump is a
submersible unit, in the well, it may have to be pulled in any case, as the problem is either the
wiring or the pump or its control switch. Hi, i need help, anytime I put on my water pump, the
cucuit breaker Trips, what could be the problem? Stuart I can but make a feeble guess as you
don't give the name of equipment, model no. Knowing the context is diagnostic: is this a new
indication on equipment previously installed and working properly or has the indicator always
been on since installation? My water pump keeps shutting off. I noticed a wire was charred and
when I started the pump again saw a spark. Will insulating the wire fix the issue or should I take
another course of action? Please advise. Thank you. Water shut off and when restarted saw a
spark. Wire fried on well pump. Water stopped working. Then wire sparked when turned back
on. How can I fix it please? If the pump motor is seized or overheated and failed that in turn can
be caused by a variety of problems such as well running dry or pump running constantly. Just
curious. Hope to have a specialist come out today. Will definitely keep you posted. Thanks
again. Yes - if you search InspectApedia. But prolonged rapid on-off cycling might indeed burn
up a pressure control switch. If that was the cause you will be so lucky because the fix is pretty
easy and all above ground. Bobby That certainly sounds like a low-voltage problem. Often when
a pump motor itself is failing it can draw high current and dim lights, but as you have a new
pump I suspect the problem is in the wiring or panel or electrical service itself. An electrician
would 1. Don't fool with it. There's low voltages going to my pump when the points are open
when I close the points it gets higher voltage I have a light in well house so I can see when
pump is running its dim with points open gets bright whe there closed what should I be looking
for short or miss wiring I've change the pump all doing the same. Tonya Most-likely yes there is
a central underlying issue - either a very low flow rate well or simply a loss of well prime. The
problem we are having after a period of a couple of months of no use of the property we arrive
with no water. The 1st time the delay box was replaced,2 nd time the pump was replaced now
the same issue. During last stay at property during heavy usage the water would recover slowly.
Is there a main issue that could be causing these other issues to fail? Aaron I cannot bet your
life or the fire-safety of your building by making a guess at exactly what wiring you're trying to
connect - I've got just no information about what your pump and control wires are. However if
your pump is a V pump someone could have run a two wire circuit to it and both wires could be
hot. So sorry but I can't give an answer to what wires go where on an unknown switch for an
unknown pump. It's just too dangerous. Please keep in mind that if you are not trained and
familiar with proper and safe electrical wiring, making a mistake can kill someone or burn down
the building. On by Ronnie Neathery is there any way I can test pump. I bought some new
property that has a deep well pump which is ' to ', it is a old homestead when the previous
owners left they cut all the wires in well casing and at concrete slab,why is beyond me. It's 3
wire, is there any way I can test pump before I sink money in a control box,new wire and
pressure tank or do I just need to pull pump and replace? Darryl I'd like to help but am a bit
scared of you getting electrocuted killed on Christmas Eve. If the pump uses and only one line
has power or V then the other line is open, and dangerous. If you can't find the break in the
wiring it'd be safest to leave power off until you have an electrician on site. I'm not sure what the
water valve switch is. The water pump ought to be completely independent from the septic lift
pump. I have a volt submersible pump for domestic water. It stopped working. Only volt at the
switch. Checking breaker, I have However I noticed a wire labelled water valve switch inline with
one leg of pump supply. It would appear this is open. What is this water valve switch. Note , I
have above ground septic bed with lift pump. Merry xmas. My well problems began with total
loss of water throughout my home. We could regain functionality by manually resetting the
switch. This lasted for about two days, and then we had to do it again. The third time it
happened, we were unable to manually reset the switch. We are a family of four that scrapes by
on my income So, we called a plumber out for an estimate. He immediately noticed we had a

blown fuse in our service box. He used a piece of wire to jump the blown fuse and we still had
spark at the switch, but in his words, not enough voltage to actually turn the pump on because
the wire was too small. So he surmised that the tank was bad and that was making the switch
over work and that's why the fuse popped. He did no electrical testing before coming to this
conclusion The tech came out the next day and upon looking over the situation determined that
the tank was not the issue So the tech went about replacing the tank and all components. When
finished, he tested it After doing so, he turned the breaker back on and something popped in the
fuse box leaving a scorch mark inside of the fuse box and at that point he determined that the
pump wasn't running Could the electrical spike that popped inside the box and scorched it have
also fried my pump? They are telling me that the event that happened in the fuse box would
definitely not have burned up my pump And was that problem created by them due to
incompetence and unsafe practices? I really don't know what to do and I would love some
insight from a different source than the one who has misdiagnosed, potentially damaged my
property, and denied wrongdoing at every turn. Try the search box just below, or if you prefer,
post a question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond promptly. Note:
appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains an image, web
link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting will appear after it
has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! Be sure proper
breaker or fuse size in ampacity is installed If breakers keep tripping test for shorted pump
motor or pump wiring. Low voltage to the pump Check with VOM at the pressure control switch
or at the pump wiring Be sure the proper size of wire is used for the ampacity and length of
circuit; Test for low voltage to the building. Loose or broken pump wire Check wiring against
the pump installation manual diagram, check all connections for tightness, shorts, burns,
damage A loose wire can cause intermittent pump or other electrical device failures as well as a
hard failure that means no power or blown fuses. Temporary emergency repair by cleaning the
switch contacts may be possible. Bad pump pressure control switch Check the tubing
connecting the pressure switch to the pump housing for clogging Clean or replace the tubing
and be sure the connections are not leaky - an air leak will prevent the switch from sensing
pressure properly Bad pump impeller or impeller seal leak Turn off electric power to pump, see
if you can move the impeller or motor - if it won't turn it is jammed or damaged A bad impeller
can jam the pump, causing it to draw high current. Bad pump motor starting capacitor Use a
VOM in ohms setting to check resistance across the capacitor. If there is zero resistance the
capacitor is shorted. Replace the starting capacitor Pump motor shorted out, jammed, burned
up Fuse blows or breaker trips as soon as the pump tries to turn on. If the external wiring is ok
no short circuits the motor is shorted internally Replace the pump motor. Install a valve on the
water discharge line and reduce water flow to increase water pressure inside the pump itself.
What to do if the well pump runs continuously or runs too often If the Well Pump Motor Runs
Too Often If the pump runs too often the cause may be a control problem, water tank problem,
piping problem, or a well problem. Search the InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading
comments Tel: Email: info carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home
inspection education and report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide to
help building owners operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets
are included at the back of the volume. Be sure the proper size of wire is used for the ampacity
and length of circuit; Test for low voltage to the building. Check wiring against the pump
installation manual diagram, check all connections for tightness, shorts, burns, damage A loose
wire can cause intermittent pump or other electrical device failures as well as a hard failure that
means no power or blown fuses. Check that the pump pressure control switch is trying to turn
on the pump and that there is voltage at the pump wiring. Adjust or replace the pressure control
switch. Clean or replace the tubing and be sure the connections are not leaky - an air leak will
prevent the switch from sensing pressure properly. Turn off electric power to pump, see if you
can move the impeller or motor - if it won't turn it is jammed or damaged. A bad impeller can
jam the pump, causing it to draw high current. Fuse blows or breaker tr
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ips as soon as the pump tries to turn on. If the external wiring is ok no short circuits the motor
is shorted internally. If voltage is too low, check voltage at the electrical panel and check that
the proper size wiring was used for the ampacity and length of run and that there are no partial
shorts or damaged wires or connectors. Check the actual electrical wiring against the motor
wiring diagram or the installation manual for the equipment. Check the air temperature where
the motor is located. If the well recovery rate is too poor and the pump is operating at low water

pressure, possibly because a tailpiece is installed to prevent air injection and pump burn up, the
pump may be overheating. What to do if the well pump runs continuously or runs too often. If
the pump runs too often the cause may be a control problem, water tank problem, piping
problem, or a well problem. If the pump won't turn off the cause may be a damaged pump
control, a plumbing or fixture leak, or a well problem.

